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SUMMARY

The emergence of new kinds of applications and technologies (e.g., data-intensive applications, server virtua-
lization, and big data technology) has led to a higher utilization of network resources. These services imply
increased bandwidth consumption and unexpected congestions, especially in backbones. In this article, a novel
proposal is studied with the aim of improving the performance of prioritized forwarding equivalence classes in
congested Multiprotocol Label Switching Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) domains. The congestion impact on
those QoS-aware services that require high reliability and low delay is analyzed. A new policy has been
implemented on MPLS-TP, which is a technology that provides QoS by means of flow differentiation in the
Internet backbones. The proposal is known as Gossip-based local recovery policy and is offered as an operation,
administration, and management function to allow local recovery of lost traffic for MPLS-TP privileged
forwarding equivalence classes. In order to fulfill the requirements for implementation on MPLS-TP, a mini-
mum set of extensions to resource reservation protocol traffic engineering has also been proposed to provide
self-management capable routes. Finally, we have carried out a performance improvement measurement by
means of an analytical model and simulations. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Extensive research has been carried out on active queue management (AQM) and network resources
dimensioning. This work has influenced the quality in provisioned services required by the expedited
forwarding traffic in production networks established over Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
enabled domains [1]. However, congestion will always occur because of the unpredictability of traffic,
resulting in overloaded switches and routers [2–4]. In fact, new kind of data-intensive applications
have dramatically increased network utilization, as well as the amount of consumed bandwidth
between communicating hosts. Thus, nodes are experiencing congestion, which has a direct impact
on the end-to-end delay and on the performance of reliability and latency-sensitive applications.
Furthermore, bandwidth demand increase is stimulated by the rapid growth and penetration of new
packet-based communications and multimedia services, with severe bandwidth and QoS requirements.
Because of this, Internet service providers and customers expect more efficient traffic engineering
schemes and more satisfactory QoS techniques [5, 6].
This movement toward packet-based services means transport networks are evolving in order to

encompass the provision of packet-aware capabilities [7], thus enabling carriers to leverage their
installed, as well as planned, transport infrastructure investments [8], because traffic and congestion
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control plays always an important role in QoS provision, in order to address policing, shaping,
scheduling, and resourcing allocation. Consequently, it is needed to implement efficient manage-
ment schemes that are able to have a better bound on end-to-end packet delay for these packet
transport services.
In a congestion control context, AQMmechanisms are used for congestion avoidance by proactively

dropping packets, in order to provide an early congestion notification to the relevant sources. Random
early detection is an algorithm that predicts the congestion before it occurs and sends feedback to the
senders by dropping their packets with the appropriate probability. Nowadays, AQMmechanisms aim
at improving the dynamic performance, as well as the stability and the robustness of congestion control
systems [9, 10]. However, they are able neither to stabilize the queue size nor to maximize the
throughput inside the network. They provide feedback to the senders by discarding packets before
overload and, in addition, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) usually responds to these small
increases in loss rate with large decreases in its sending rate. Furthermore, if dropped packets belong
to latency-sensitive applications, those end-to-end retransmissions would imply additional delay.
Finally, under this feedback-based congestion control, we must also keep in mind that the duration
of congestion at a bottleneck is directly related to the bandwidth-latency product. Therefore, the larger
the end-to-end delay in a network, the longer it takes until the ingress endpoint can determine that the
domain has become congested. Moreover, the higher the bandwidth of the network, the larger the
amount of data the sender node may put into the network in the time that it takes to detect the conges-
tion [11]. The MPLS Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) domains are an example of networks with a large
bandwidth-delay product. In essence, the aim of MPLS-TP is to develop MPLS extensions where
necessary in order to meet classical transport network requirements, such as scalability, multi-service,
cost efficiency, high level of availability, and extensive operations, administration, and maintenance
(OAM) capabilities [12]. Packet loss measurement (PLM) is one of these OAM MPLS-TP functions,
being a key challenge for many service providers, as the service level agreements depend on the ability
to measure and monitor performance metrics for packet loss or delay [13].
In this context, the Gossip-based Local Recovery Policy (GLRP) management is proposed to min-

imize packet loss for QoS-aware services [14, 15]. It is a policy that uses Gossip-based mechanisms in
order to distribute the information, standing in contrast to centralized schemes, in which only head ends
are responsible for disseminating information about the non-successful reception of packets at the receiver.
Gossip-based algorithms have the advantage that they are very easy to implement with each node follow-
ing a simple local rule in each event of interest, and they are highly fault-tolerant, because communication
will happen in aggregate despite a fairly high level of packet loss or node failures [16]. The premise
underlying our Gossip-based policy is very simple: when a packet of a particular service is lost, interme-
diate nodes in the route select another node as a communication partner and exchange information about
the loss with it. Over time, loss information can travel through the route in an epidemic fashion.
The GLRP proposal can be defined as a new OAM function for MPLS-TP, in order to improve

the reliability of QoS-aware forwarding equivalence classes (FEC) with stringent delay and reliabil-
ity requirements, when PLM is detecting and counting lost packets. Thus, the GLRP for MPLS-TP
provides, to a limited number of intermediate nodes, the ability to cooperate with each other in order
to recover lost traffic of prioritized MPLS-TP FEC from upstream intermediate neighbors. It is
signaled with a limited extension of the resource reservation protocol traffic engineering (RSVP-TE)
protocol, when the label switched path (LSP) is being configured [17].
Thus, GLRP also cooperates with RSVP-TE to obtain local retransmissions of lost traffic when an

LSP failure occurs, in conjunction with the fast reroute point-to-point technique [18]. For this purpose,
only the packets from prioritized QoS-aware services are temporally stored in a buffer called GLRP
Buffer (GBuffer) in parallel to the forwarding operation of the MPLS-TP node [19]. However, observe
that a particular packet must be buffered for only a short interval of time. This is because the time
elapsed since a packet is forwarded, until a hypothetical local retransmission request for that packet
is received, is very limited due to the low packet delay in MPLS-TP domains [20]. Therefore, a Gossip
node only needs to store a very low number of packets, which implies fast searches, in which the new
incoming packets overwrite the oldest. Summarizing, our GLRP proposal is an MPLS-TP OAM
function adequate for privileged services, in order to manage faster retransmissions of lost traffic.
Thus, the objective in this paper is to analytically study the GLRP feasibility and performance
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when QoS-aware services are prioritized in congested MPLS-TP domains, where the number of
packets counted by PLM is high.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: First, in Section 2, we discuss the usefulness

of packet buffering for FEC sensitive to data loss. Then, in Section 3, we define the GLRP as an
OAM function for MPLS-TP domains and how is signaling of the local recovery messages and, in
Section 4, the RSVP-TE extensions are detailed. Next, an analysis of the performance improvement
is shown, followed by several charts in order to compare some interesting parameters. Finally, we
draw some conclusions and contributions from our research.

2. BOOTSTRAPPING DISCUSSION

The temporal locality is the property whereby, during congestion, a packet loss indicates that other
packets will very likely be lost soon; due to the fact that if a packet from a FEC is lost, other packets
of the same FEC could also be discarded soon. Consider this situation: Suppose that a node i is
along a route from a source node to a destination node. Suppose further that whenever a node fails
to forward a data packet to its next hop, it drops the packet. The upper protocols that bring reliability
to the data transmission would start the retransmission of the packets from the source when it
detects the loss. If it is a FEC with high requirements of delay and reliability, the end-to-end
retransmission of lost packets would negatively affect the delay-related metrics of this service.
However, if the node that drops a packet sends a local retransmission request toward a previous
neighbor using the reverse route, the time elapsed to recover the packet from a closer node would
be substantially reduced. Summarizing, these low-level retransmissions could avoid, in part, the
requests to the head-end (initiated by the upper layers protocols), resulting in lower increment in
the global bandwidth consumption in the congested domain.
In this context, when the node i receives a local retransmission request (Gossip Request or GReq)

from a downstream node j, the message indicates that a packet recently sent by the source and
recently forwarded by i toward the destination across j is lost. This behavior fulfils the property
of temporal locality, as in the case of congestion, a recently dropped packet is a recently sent packet
by a close upstream neighbor. Therefore, if node i had a memory to buffer data packets, even if the
buffer is small, there would be a high probability that the packet could still be found in the buffer. In
this case, it could recover the packet, avoiding the forwarding of the local retransmission request
backwards. In classical reactive protocols, only the source node can retransmit a lost data packet.
However, although additional storage is required in nodes, a local retransmissions technique can
significantly reduce the packet loss, because packet buffering enables more nodes to salvage a lost
packet or, in essence, packets retransmission is cooperatively distributed.
Observe that GLRP works in parallel with TCP and if a lost packet cannot be found in the buffer

of any Gossip node, GLRP stops. In this case, the end-to-end retransmission timeout of TCP is
triggered, and the packet is retransmitted end-to-end from the sender. Therefore, GLRP operation is
always made before the retransmission timeout of TCP is triggered. GLRP implies that congestion
is detected later by endpoints due to the acknowledgement (ACK) reception of the locally recovered
packets, but higher bursts of dropped packets have not been found when GLRP is used. However,
the performance metrics, such as throughput or packet delay, show the trade-off nature with local
retransmissions in different bandwidth, delay, and loss settings, at the cost of spurious timeouts.
However, the appearance of these timeouts is rare when using GLRP because of the conservative
nature of the modern TCP timeout algorithms [21–23].

3. GLRP FOR COOPERATIVE PACKET LOSS CONTROL

Observe that, when a packet from a privileged FEC is lost, GLRP needs to know the set of previous
nodes that have forwarded the lost packet. This set of Gossip nodes that have switched the packets
of a prioritized FEC is called the GLRP Plane (GPlane). The number of necessary hops to achieve a
successfully local recovery is called diameter (d). In Figure 1, GLRP operation is shown when a
packet of a prioritized FEC is discarded in an intermediate node X4 and three feasible diameters
can be selected to recover locally the lost packet.
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The node that drops the packet knows in which nodes is buffered the lost packet. However,
obtaining the GPlane from a Gossip node is not trivial. Let consider a domainG(U), with a set of nodes
U and a FEC φ(G) =φ(xi, xn) in G(U) across a path LSPi,n, with the origin in node xi and destination in
node xn, with {xi, xn} ⊂ U. Maybe xn only knows incoming port and incoming label of any arrived
packet of the FEC φ(G), that is, xn only knows that xn-1 is the sender of φ(xi, xn). It would know which
node the sender of a packet is, by means the label information. However, this is not a reliable strategy
because, in case of flow aggregates, an RSVP-TE aggregator could perform reservation aggregation to
merge k flows, in the form:

φ xn�1; xnð Þ ¼ ∑
k

i¼1
φi xn�1; xnð Þ

In this context, in case of congestion, xn may not be able to satisfy the Flow Conservation Law:

∑
k

i¼1
pil > ∑

k

j¼1
plj

Therefore, in order to request local retransmissions when a packet of a privileged FEC is lost,
GLRP explicitly needs to know the set of Gossip nodes that forward the packet. With this purpose,
RSVP-TE has been extended not only to create the GPlane, but also to enable the retransmission
requests, even, across non-Gossip nodes, because the deployment of GLRP only implies the
enabling of the GLRP capability in a bottleneck nodes. It could be activated when the bandwidth
reserved by RSVP-TE exceeds a predefined threshold in a particular node.

3.1. A Connection-Oriented GLRP Plane

Observe that in the MPLS-TP Control Plane, at the same time as the LSP is being signaled by RSVP-
TE, the GPlane is configured at Gossip nodes. This integration of the GLRP with the MPLS-TP
Control Plane allows that each Gossip node of the LSP knows its previous GLRP enabled node (i.e.,
its partner). The GLRP characterization info (Gossip Level and Gossip Previous Hop) is only sent
when the LSP is being signaled, adding a new row in a table of the Gossip nodes, which is called
theGTable. Observe that the FECwith higher Gossip levels will use routes across more GLRP enabled
nodes and, in addition, these routers will reserve more capacity to buffers for them. This way, packets
from the most privileged FEC (i.e., with higher Gossip Level) have higher probability to be recovered
faster, because it will probably be retransmitted from a closer node.
Therefore, the GPlane can be considered as a connection-oriented subset of nodes, which have

GLRP capabilities. This LSP that configure a GPlane in order to enhance the performance of a
FEC with high requirements of delay and reliability is called privileged LSP.
In Figure 2, the Gossip node architecture is shown. The MPLS-TP architecture has been

extended, integrating the GTable and the GIndex. GLRP messages of Control and Forwarding
planes are also showed. Moreover, GLRP extends the RSVP-TE protocol in order to configure
the GPlane as a subset of nodes of a privileged LSP. In the MPLS-TP Control Plane, when an
ingress node receives an RSVP-TE message requesting for a new LSP, it inserts a new row in
the forwarding information base, with information about how to forward data packets across nodes
of the LSP that is being signaled. This is the info to be used by a router in the MPLS-TP Forwarding
Plane when it receives a labeled packet and have to make the label swapping and forward the packet
to the next hop. In this context, when RSVP-TE signals a new LSP for a privileged FEC, the GLRP

Figure 1. GPlane from node X4, with diameter size up to three hops.
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enabled nodes of the LSP to add a new row to the forwarding information base table, but in parallel
they also insert into the GTable the info about the GPlane. Thus, this connection-oriented GPlane
allows that when a packet from a privileged FEC is lost, the Gossip node already has all it needs
to initiate a local retransmission request (GReq).

3.2. GLRP data structures

As described in the previous text, there is no need to carry GLRP information into data packets,
because this task is only carried out in the Control Plane, that is, when the path is being configured
by the RSVP-TE. This way, GLRP characterization info (Gossip Level and Gossip previous hop) is
only sent when the LSP is being signaled, avoiding the need to forward GLRP information with each
data packet.
Table 1 shows an example of a GTable of a node that forwards packets of four FEC. Each row

contains a first column that identifies the FEC (by means of incoming and outgoing labels combi-
nation), a second column with the Gossip level of the FEC and, finally, a third column is used to
record the address of the previous GLRP enabled hop (to send it a retransmission request in case
of packet loss). Observe, for instance, that packets of FEC 36/68 and 108/44 are forwarded across
the same previous Gossip node, with address x.x.160.17. However, they will be managed differ-
ently, because of their different Gossip levels.
The Index Table is used to enhance the access to the packet buffer. It allows optimizing the search

for a packet in the GBuffer when a local retransmission request is received. It allows random access the
buffer, because, instead of searching in the entire buffer for the requested packet, the Index Table

Figure 2. Multiprotocol Label Switching Transport Profile node architecture, with GLRP capabilities.

Table I. Format of the GTable.

Incoming label/outgoing label Gossip level Gossip PHOP address

4/32 11 x.x.160.12
36/68 1 x.x.160.17
108/44 18 x.x.160.17
74/60 4 x.x.160.35
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allows access just to the position in the GBuffer where the packet is located. To do this, an index key,
which is the pointer to the position in the buffer where a packet is located, is used for each packet that is
stored. This way, it is retrieved more quickly and can be retransmitted more efficiently, regardless of
the size of the buffer, as there is no need to search in the whole buffer. If the packet is not stored in
the buffer, the index also indicates this without accessing the buffer. In order to obtain this, a perfect
hash function is used for the Index Table in order to obtain efficient lookup operations. It is a hash
function that maps distinct elements in the buffer to a set of integers, with no collisions. Perfect hash
is a very efficient function in terms of processing overhead, allowing for constant-time lookups and
managing up to 1 million keys in a few seconds of CPU time if were needed [24].
Moreover, some keys of the Index Table can be periodically erased tominimize the size of the index.

Based on a timestamp value associated with each packet in the table, the rows that have already reached
themaximumwaiting time for a possible retransmission of the associated packet can be erased (i.e., if a
key of the index has not been requested for more than the value of timestamp, it is deleted). This value
depends on the RTTd that is the round trip time between the recovery node and the Gossip node that
detects the loss. It is also used to choose which packet must be replaced by the new incoming packets
of the prioritized FEC when the buffer is full. In this case, when a packet has been overwritten, future
retransmission requests for that packet will be forwarded toward another upstream Gossip node. Note
that this situation is more probable if it had been assigned a lowGossip level to the FEC and, therefore,
a lower reservation in the buffer.
Summarizing, a particular packet is only deleted from the buffer when it is overwritten by a new

incoming packet. Nevertheless, the fact that would rather a closer upstream node has deleted a
packet do not implies that further upstream nodes have deleted the packet too. For instance, if the
closer node is more congested due to cross traffic than the previous nodes, the closer one deletes
the packet earlier than further upstream nodes, which can store the packet in the buffer for longer.
However, the record in the Index Table associated with a packet is only deleted from the table when
there are no possibilities to receive a local retransmission request. The value timestamp is used to
calculate the time-margin, and the objective is only avoided that the Index Table grows indefinitely.

3.3. GLRP states diagram

In Figure 3, a states diagram of the operation of a Gossip node is shown. In the MPLS-TP
Forwarding Plane, the state of a Gossip node is Data Forwarding, switching labels and forwarding
data packets to the next hop. There are only two events that change this state in a Gossip node. The
first is the detection of a packet loss from a privileged FEC. In this case, the GLRP enabled node
obtain FEC and GPlane information and change its state to Local recovery request, sending a local
retransmission request (GReq) to its GPlane partner (the closest upstream Gossip node). When a
response (GAck) is received, it changes back to the initial state.

Local 
recovery
request

GoS packet 

discarded
GoSAck 

received

GoSReq 

received

GoS buffer 
access

Data 
forwarding

Local re-
transmission

Found in 

GoS buffer

Not found in 

GoS buffer

Figure 3. States diagram of a GLRP enabled node.
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The other event that changes the state is the reception of a GReq from any downstream Gossip
node. In this case, the node changes its state to Buffer Access, in order to look for the requested
packet, according to the information received in the GReq. If the packet is stored in the GBuffer,
an optional GAck can be sent in response to the GReq, indicating that the requested packet was
found and it will be retransmitted locally. Next, it changes to Local Retransmission state to obtain
the packet from the GBuffer and reforward it. After that, it will return to initial Forwarding state. In
case of not finding the packet in GBuffer, it can send a GAck message to inform that packet was not
found. Next, it changes to the Local Recovery Request state, in order to forward the GReq to its
previous Gossip node in the GPlane, if there is any more.

4. GLRP MESSAGES

Gossip levels can easily be mapped to MPLS-TP FEC that is commonly used to describe a packet-
destination mapping. A FEC is a set of packets to be forwarded in the same way (e.g., using the
same path or QoS criteria). One of the reasons to use the FEC is that it allows grouping packets
in classes. It can be used for packet routing or for efficient QoS supporting too; for instance, a high
priority FEC can be mapped to a healthcare service or a low priority FEC to a Web service.

4.1. Signaling the GPlane

The label is used by MPLS to establish the mapping between FEC and packet, because an incoming–
outgoing labels combination identifies a particular FEC. With different classes of services, different
FEC with mapped labels will be used. In our proposal, privileged FEC concept is used to classify
the different Gossip levels, giving more priority to the most privileged FEC. Thus, a privileged FEC
gives different treatments to packets from FEC with different privileges, although they are being
forwarded across the same route. In order to optimize the GLRP signaling in theMPLS-TP Forwarding
Plane, GLRP characterization info (Gossip Level and GPlane) can be signaled by RSVP-TE in the
MPLS-TP Control Plane. When a privileged LSP is being configured, extended RSVP-TE Path and
Resv messages forward the info about Gossip Level and GPlane (see Figures 4 and 5, respectively).
When a new LSP tunnel is being signaled in the Control Plane, a Gossip node that receives a

GLRP-extended Path message will access this GLRP info in order to add a new row in its GTable.

Figure 4. Extended message resource reservation protocol traffic engineering path, with GPath object.
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Then, it records its Internet Protocol (IP) address into the GPlane PHOP field of the GPath object,
because it is the previous hop of the next downstream Gossip node in the LSP. This way, if a Gossip
node detects a packet lost, it only sends a local retransmission request to its previous hop in the
GPlane. If that LSR cannot find the requested packet, it could forward the request to its Gossip pre-
vious hop, and so forth. Finally, following the RSVP-TE operation way, when an LSP signaling is
being confirmed, Gossip information will also be confirmed with the reception of a GLRP-extended
Resv message, confirming the requested Gossip level.

4.2. Signaling the GLRP local retransmissions

It is not needed to send the entire GPlane in everyGReqmessage, because Gossip nodes have an entry in
the GTable with the GPlane in the previous hop for each FEC. Thus, in case that a GPlane in the pre-
vious hop cannot satisfy a local retransmission request, it reads from its GTable to obtain the next up-
stream Gossip neighbor, to resend it the received GReq. Therefore, the node that initiates a GReq
never needs to send requests to all the nodes of the GPlane, but only to its previous Gossip neighbor.
For this reason, only one address is needed to be inserted in the GPlane PHOP column of the GTable,
instead of the entire GPlane. With this purpose, RSVP-TE Hello message has been extended (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Extended message resource reservation protocol traffic engineerin0067 Resv, with GResv object.

Figure 6. GLRP extended Hello message format, with GReq object after the Hello object.
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In particular, Hello Request message has been extended with a GReq object, in order to request to
the upstream GPlane in the previous hop the retransmission of a lost packet of the FEC (specified in
Privileged FEC ID field). Upstream Gossip node that receives the GReq message optionally sends a
response in an extended Hello Ack message (Figure 7), with a GAck object, in order to notify if
requested packet has been found in the GBuffer. Furthermore, following the RSVP-TE operation
way, Source Instance and Destination Instance of the Hello object are used to test connectivity
between GPlane neighbor nodes.
In Figure 8, operation of the GLRP when a packet that is being forwarded from X1 to X5 (with

latency δ1,5) is discarded in the intermediate node X4 is shown.
For instance, in this simple topology, three GPlane diameters (d= 1, d = 2, and d= 3) can be used

to achieve a successfully local retransmission from X4. First, X4 sends a local retransmission request
(GReq) to the first node of the GPlane (X3). Then, that node will send a response (GAck) to indicate
whether it is located or not in the GBuffer. If it is found (this fact implies diameter= 1), it will send
that locally recovered packet (LRP) toward its destination. But if it is not found, X3 will send a new
GReq message to its PHOP in the GPlane (X2). If it finds the packet, the successfully diameter
would be d = 2. Finally, if X1, which is the last node of the GPlane, finds the lost packet, then a

Figure 7. GLRP extended Hello message format, with GAck object after the Hello object.

Figure 8. Local retransmission operation when a packet is discarded in an intermediate node.
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diameter d= 3 would achieve a successfully local retransmission. Furthermore, this local recovery
process is compared in the figure with an end-to-end retransmission request of an end-to-end
retransmission packet.

5. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

A QoS backbone network is represented as a graph G= (R, L), where R is the set of routers, and L is
the set of edges or links. Let δij be the delay of the link (ri, rj) ∈ L, and let δ(ri, rn) be the delay of a
path LSPi,n between an ingress node of the network, ri and an egress node of the network, rn.
Dijkstra algorithm allows us to optimize the packet delay when packets are forwarded between
any two routers, ri and rj, of LSPi,n:

min Δ ri; rj
� � ¼ ∑

n

i¼1
∑
n

j¼1
Δij xij

subject to:

∑
n

l¼2
x1l ¼ 1

∑
n

i¼1
xil � ∑

n

j¼1
xlj ¼ 0; l ¼ 2; 3;…; n� 1

∑
n�1

l¼1
xln ¼ 1

where:

Δi;i ¼ 0; ∀i∈R

xi;j ¼ 1; ∀ ri; rj
� �

∈LSPi;n;

and

xi;j ¼ 0; ∀ ri; rj
� �

∉LSPi;n

For instance, in the case of a congested egress node rn without GLRP capabilities, the
retransmissions of dropped packets would be performed end-to-end (E-E) by the upper layers. In
this case, when a packet is dropped in rn, this loss is detected at the source node when the sink does
not send the acknowledgement toward the source. This way, the function Loss Detection Time
(LDTE-E) of LSPi,n is:

LDTE�E ri; rnð Þ ¼ ∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (1)

In the best case, if upper layers perform the end-to-end retransmission of lost data using the Fast-
Retransmit mechanism, then it would need to wait for two more disordered packets, and the delay
of the retransmitted packet would be:

δE�E ri; rnð Þ ¼ 2 ∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (2)

Therefore, the total delay ΔE�E(ri,rn) to retransmit a packet toward rn is derived from Eq. (1) plus
Eq. (2):
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ΔE�E ri; rnð Þ ¼ 3 ∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (3)

5.1. End node rn with GLRP capabilities:

However, if rn is a Gossip egress router and in case a packet is lost in rn, the (LDTd) between source
and sink nodes of the path LSPi,n is:

LDTd ri; rnð Þ ¼ ∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1; (4)

where d is the diameter or the number of hops of the local retransmission.
In this case, the minimal delay (δd) of the local retransmission is the delay of the GReq message

from the egress router to the node at d hops upstream, plus the delay of the retransmitted packet:

δd ri; rnð Þ ¼ 2 ∑
n�1

l¼n�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1; (5)

subject to: 0< d< n–i, because if diameter in Eq. (5) is n�i, then l = n, d= n, (n–i) = n, and n+i= i, we
would find that:

2 ∑
n�1

l¼n�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 ¼ 2 ∑

n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1; (6)

That is, it would be an e2e retransmission.
However, if in Eq. (5) diameter is bigger than n�i, then it would be trying to obtain a

retransmission from a previous node to ri, but this one is the sender and a retransmission from a
previous node of the sender is unfeasible. Thus, the total delay Δd(ri,rn) to retransmit a packet in
rn is derived from Eq. (4) and Eq. (5):

Δd xi; xnð Þ ¼ ∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 þ 2 ∑

n�1

l¼n�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (7)

At this point, we can test if Δd(ri,rn) <ΔE�E(ri,rn):

∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 þ 2 ∑

n�1

l¼n�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 < 3 ∑

n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (8)

2 ∑
n�1

l¼n�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 < 2 ∑

n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (9)

Therefore, according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (2), we only need to verify in Eq. (9) that δd(ri, rn)< δE-E
(ri, rn). The only condition that differentiates the members of Eq. (9) is the set of values of the
variable l. It only needs to be demonstrated that l takes a lower number of values in δd(xi, xn) than
in δe2e(xi, xn):

n–1– n–dð Þ < n–1–i

n–1–nþ d < n–1–i

�1þ d < n–1–i

d < n–i;

(10)

We find that the problem remains in the feasibility zone of the problem, because Eq. (10) is one
of the restrictions of Eq. (5).
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Thus, it has been demonstrated that Δd(ri,rn) < ΔE�E(ri,rn). Therefore, local retransmissions
perform with delay benefits, that is, ΔE�E(ri,rn)�Δd(ri,rn)> 0. In the case that the egress router
had GLRP capabilities, the delay improvement for every lost packet is:

ΔE�E ri; rnð Þ � Δd ri; rnð Þ ¼ 2 ∑
n�d�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (11)

5.2. Intermediate node rDD with GLRP capabilities:

Let rDD be a core Gossip node. In the case a packet is dropped by xDD, the (LDTd) between the
source and congested node rDD would be:

LDTd ri; rDDð Þ ¼ ∑
DD�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (12)

The delay of the local retransmission with a diameter d is the delay of the GReq message plus the
delay of the retransmitted packet from the node DD�d hops upstream:

δd ri; rDDð Þ ¼ 2 ∑
DD�1

l¼DD�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1; (13)

subject to: 0< d≤DD�i,
If diameter in Eq. (20) is bigger than DD�i, then it would be trying to obtain a retransmission

from a previous node to ri, but this one is the source of data and it would be unfeasible. In this case,
the retransmission from the source node ri, with d=DD–i, performs better than the E-E case,
because rDD is a previous node to rn: DD< n⇒DD�i< n–i), that is, the packet is retransmitted
in a lower number of hops.
Therefore, total delay Δd(ri,rn) to retransmit a packet in rn is derived from Eq. (12) and Eq. (13):

Δd ri; rnð Þ ¼ LDTd ri; rDDð Þ þ δd ri; rDDð Þ þ ∑
n�1

l¼DD
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 ¼

¼ LDTe2e ri; rnð Þ þ δd ri; rDDð Þ (14)

In this case, we can test again if Δd(ri,rn) <ΔE�E(ri,rn):

∑
n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 þ 2 ∑

DD�1

l¼DD�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 < 3 ∑

n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (15)

Optimizing, we obtain:

2 ∑
DD�1

l¼DD�d
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 < 2 ∑

n�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 (16)

Therefore, according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (2), once again, we only need to verify in Eq. (16) that δd
(ri, rn)< δE-E(ri, rn). As in Eq. (10), in this case, we also find that the problem remains within the
feasibility zone. Therefore, Eq. (14) performs with an improved delay: Eq. (11–14 >0:

ΔE�E ri; rnð Þ � Δd ri; rnð Þ ¼ 2 ∑
DD�d�1

l¼i
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1 þ ∑

n�1

l¼DD
δl;lþ1 xl;lþ1

� �
(17)

This proof can easily be extended to include other metrics or to the case in which an intermediate
node is requesting local retransmissions.
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6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present extensive performance evaluation through simulations in order to
determine the behavior of GLRP as a function of different protocol parameters and under different
scenarios or conditions. We have carried out a series of simulations focused on AT&T backbone
network topology (Figure 9), which is MPLS enabled to provide QoS for customers who require
value-added services. In our simulations, AT&T core topology is characterized by 120 LER nodes,
30 LSR nodes, and 180 links, with capacities in the range of (45Mbps and 2.5Gbps). A GLRP
enabled node has been located at the eight routers with the biggest connectivity. In scenarios, signaled
LSP are unidirectional and the bandwidth demanded for each FEC is drawn from a distribution over the
range of (64Kbps and 4Mbps). In order to analyze the effect that GLRP retransmissions have on trans-
port layer protocols, several privileged services over TCP/IP that use LSP across a different number of
Gossip nodes have been compared with not privileged TCP/IP services across the same paths. LSP
congestion has also been considered in the range of (0.01%, 4%).
In order to determine the effectiveness of the buffer, we will measure in charts the buffer hit ratio,

that is, the number of successful buffer reads divided by the total number of buffer accesses. Next,
in the performance comparison, the protocol is evaluated analyzing the packet delivery ratio, as the
total number of delivered packets divided by the total number of packets sent and, finally, the end-
to-end delay as the delay for every packet delivered at the egress node. Routers with GLRP capa-
bilities maintains exactly one data buffer regardless of the number of connections or destinations
that node serves. A larger data buffer, do not imply a more efficient performance of the GLRP
policy. Indeed, the optimal buffer size does not depend on the link velocity, but on the percentage
of loss. When the link speed is increased, the data packets ratio can also be increased.
However, the delivery time of the GReqmessages is also reduced. Thus, data packets can be stored

for a shorter time until they are overwritten by the new incoming packets. This hypothesis is well
supported by the results in the Figure 10, which show the buffer hit ratio when incoming packet ratio
and buffer size are increased, with a maximum diameter of eight hops. In general, the data buffer hit
ratio shows a significant growth when the buffer size is increased by six in the chart.
Observe that the optimal size of the GBuffer depends on the RTTd that is the round trip time between

the recovery node and the Gossip node that detects the loss. Indeed, RTTd represents the minimal cach-
ing time for the packets at a recovery node. Furthermore, the hit ratio is the highest, although the packet
ratio is increased. However, if the buffer size is significantly lower than Ratio×RTTd, the hit ratio is
medium but shows a significant decrease when the packet ratio is increased, with a lower decrease if
the diameter of the local recoveries is shorter. For this reason, for a particular buffer size, the graph
shows points where there is an increase of the plot, although the packet ratio is increased, because
the local recoveries could have been successful with a shorter diameter. In particular, at 20Mbps,
regardless of the data buffer size, more than 65% of the accesses are successful and the hit ratio always
remains close to 100%when the buffer size is 24KB or more. However, with a buffer size of 18KB or
lower, the plots become more dispersed and at 200Mbps the plots are dispersed further still. These

Figure 9. AT&T core topology characterization.
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results suggest the evidence of temporal locality in the dropped packets. Recall that, whenever a node
with GLRP capabilities fails to forward a data packet to its next hop, it sends a request message back-
wards. The GLRP enabled node that receives this message accesses to its GBuffer trying to recover the
packet. Frequently, a recently dropped packet in a downstream Gossip node is still in the GBuffer of
the upstream nodes. Hence, a node does not need a large data buffer because, with temporal locality,
only the most recently buffered packets are accessed and used for local retransmissions. This implies
that it doesn’t matter how large the data buffer is because the relatively old packets are never requested
and can be overwritten by the new incoming data packets. In the case of a buffer size of 24KB, the hit
ratio already does not depend on the packet ratio, but on the diameter of the local recoveries and level
of congestion. Hence, with a shorter diameter, the hit ratio can be high although the buffer size is much
too small. Therefore, the buffer size of the Gossip nodes must be optimized bearing in mind not only
the maximum diameter allowed, but also the level of congestion in the network domain.
Figure 11 shows the end-to-end delay of data packets. It shows the growth as the buffer of the

GLRP enabled nodes is increased. The delay falls as far as 1.42 × 10�6 s from the case where there

Figure 10. Buffer hit ratio as a function of incoming packet ratio.

Figure 11. End-to-end delay as a function of packet loss.
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is no data buffer to the case where the data buffer has a size of 30KB. This increase is not at all
unexpected. Recall that a node invokes a local retransmission when it fails to forward a data
packet to its next hop due to congestion. Moreover, when a node fails to salvage a data packet
from its data buffer, it propagates the retransmission request message upstream. Without a local
retransmissions scheme, this undeliverable packet is simply discarded. However, with local
retransmissions, this packet (and other undeliverable packets) could have been stored in the buffer
of the previous GLRP enabled nodes. Thus, if the lost packet had been found in any of the
previous Gossip nodes, this packet (and other undeliverable packets) could be forwarded toward
its destination.
Finally, for the case of a buffer size of 24KB or 30KB, the delay remains steadier. Thus, the FECs

with high requirements of delay variability would obtain performance benefits too. Figure 12 shows
the packet delivery ratio for the simulations with varying incoming buffer size and the incoming packet
ratio of the network. The results in the chart show that buffering of data packets can indeed improve
packet delivery. Furthermore, from the data buffer size of 24KB, there is no significant increase in
packet delivery as the data buffer size is increased; from this value, there is no evidence suggesting that
increasing the data buffer size results in a higher number of delivered packets. However, with smaller
buffer sizes, the plots are decreased significantly and a higher number of end-to-end retransmissions
are needed.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This article discusses the GLRP as a congestion control mechanism inMPLS-TP domains with the aim
of improving reliability and performance of prioritized QoS-aware services. We have first defined and
discussed the requirements for GLRP over MPLS-TP. Then, the proposal has been analytically
studied, and finally the benefits derived from local retransmissions of lost traffic have been evaluated.
Because of the property of temporal locality in lost packets, a small data buffer has been used to
significantly reduce the number of dropped packets, thereby improving packet delivery of QoS-aware
services. However, buffering of data packets at the network layer is a new technique for improving
robustness and it needs further investigation. Although the simulations performed in this paper were
quite extensive, and this protocol is designed to solve real-world congestion problems in backbone
MPLS-TP networks, further research is required to determine its behavior with the QoS requirements
in real backbone networks, particularly in DiffServ over MPLS-enabled networks when new premium
service classes are enabled.

Figure 12. Delivery ratio of locally recovered packets, as a function of the incoming packet ratio.
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